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Abstract 

The effects of ocular disturbances on the chromatic aberration produced at the cornea ale rtudizd. The 
varlatmn o l  ret~activc iodcx wth  the wavelength of incident I@! arc determined for the rat cornca and 
aqueous humor from cnucieated eyes by mtcrference microscopy and refractometry using a monochromator 
light source. By computing thc saparalion o l  a blue (475 nm) and a led (650 nm) ray of light iim~iltaneously 
prolected at eithcr corneal surface, thc effect of distorting thc normal index profile i s  examined. Hypothetical 
refractive index profiles are developed for the cornea and aqucous humor that makl; the cornea totally 
achromatic. 
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I .  Introduction 

It is well known in optics that lens systems refract light of different wavelengths to 
different extents such that their points of focus are displaced longitudinally with respect 
to each other and this is known as chromatic aberration. The amount of chromatic 
aberration depends on the nature of the refractive medium. It is found for most 
materials, excepting certain conjugated protein solutions and others with absorption 
hands in the visible region, that the refractive index decreases with increasing wavelength 
of visiblc light used. The higher refractive index at the short wavelengths of the visible 
spectrum causes its focal point to form closer to the lens system than the longer 
wavelength counterparts. The nature of the variation of refractive index with wavelength 
(index profile) therefore determines the extent of chromatic aberration displayed by an 
optical system, and empirical relationships have been developed for the index profile 
(c.g., Cauchy 4-point formula1). 

The substantial amount of chromatic aberration present in the human eye (2.0-2.5 D 
between 400-700 nm) has been confirmed through many studies2-". Studies on other 
vertebrates have concluded similarly7. Since the source of the chromatic error must be 
the optical interfaces of the cornea and crystalline lens, the above conclusions invile a 
further analysis of the underlying mechanisms and influences of the ocular media at these 
surfaces upon the development of chromatic aberration. 
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This paper examines chronatisrn at Irhc anterior and posterior surfaces of the 
and how it mly conceivably be influenced by certain pathological conditions. ~h~ 
analysis can be developed from simpic thcoreticnl considerations to which 
refractive index data are applied. Previous studies by Chaudhuri et ulK havc provided 

controlled data on the refractive indices of the ocuiar components in the rat eye 
across thevisible spectrum. With the assumption that the refractive pararnetcrsof human 
and rat cornea are not too dissimilar, the data from the above study are used in the 
present analysis with the proviso that the results are merely scaled proportional to the 
size differences of Lhe two eyes. It should also be pointed ou: that only the thin lens 
approximation has been used in the analysis. Though the thick lcns formulas are the 
appropriate relationstips that should be. used, given the dimensions of the system under 
consideration, it is sufficient to use thiil lens approximations. Also, we are only 
interested in the general form of the refractive index profiles rather than actual 
computed values, and thus these thick lens relaiionships are not utilized in these 
computations. 

Within the framework of the overall dioptrics of the rat eye, the cornea is responsible 
for about 25% of the total chromatic aberration" As noted earlier, the extent of this 
contribution could vary with changes in the index profiles of thc system. The index 
profiles are susceptible to conditions such as undue nccuowlation of protein in the 
aqueous humor following ocular injury or to changes in corneal hydration which may be 
caused by various factors, e.g., endothelial dystrophy. The present approach allows us to 
evaluate the consequent changes in chromatic aberration arising in the cornea. 

2. Theoretical background 

The system to  be considered schematically will be spherical surfaces representing the 
anterior and posterior corneal surfaces (fig. 1). A blue (B) and a red (R) ray, the exact 
wavelengths of which will be specified later, are projected simultaneously upon either 
surface. We wish to  estimate the angular separation between the blue and rcd ray after 
refractLon at a particular surfzcc. This can be most conveniently specified by the 
difference in the refracted angles with respect to the normal, and can be determined 
using Snell's law: 

Fro 1. Schsmakic representation o l  thc cornea (not 
1'=7.33 to scale) showing the conventmns used in thc Paper 



~h~ angular separrrtiori ( 8 )  is defined for the :rnir,riiir c<irnc;ii surf.ii.t ;is: 

8 = (sin fj;,-&! 0 ; )  y, ( r ~ , , ! ~ t , :  t i d ~ i ; j  hi11 ( i  0 1  
with 

n, = n, = 1.00; sin f# - :1 consl:mt -.- r -  (>a) 

Equation (3) reduics to: 

8 = c(l/nt;- I!nL) 

Since 6 represents the mgulnr sep;!r:ition ; ind  i s  the p;rr:irnctcr oi intcrcst, thc prcsent 
report examines how il is ;iffectcd by  ili~tuihlng the i n d u  proYilcs of the cciriie;! and 
aqueous. We are or!ly ck?cc;nctl with !llc rol;itivik sign ;~iiii ~i:;i#i>itatIc of 6 anti thcrcfore 
the constant c, will bc t h p p c d  i!l \ui~secpcnt al?;~!ysis ainzc it only  arts ;!a a 
proportionality constant which crlcrcly sc;tles 6. A ncpiivc v;ilue of 8 implies positive 
chromatic aberration whcrehy the I?lire focus forms closer to the sulklee than the red 
one. Alternatively. negative or rcwrsr ciirom;~tic :ihcrrut~m, which m y  occur io certain 
situations will result in [he opposite dfcct ;inti will be indicated hy :r positvc valuc of 6. 

A similar analysis can bc aplp!iccl t o  the posterior corneal surface, giving a result 
similar to equation 3: 

At this surface the angular sepnratim refers itg;Gn to :I mixture of blue and red light 
striking the interface and heing dispcrscd '1s it passes into thc aqucow medium. llere 
also the constant of proportionality has becn dropped. The total amount of chromatic 
dispersion in the cornea can then bc shown to he the sum of the angular separation at the 
anterior and posterior surfaces as follows: 'T'hc original incident light is dispersed by an 
ainount 6. On striking the posterior surface, it is again dispersed by an amount 6'. due lo 
the refractive index change between the a,rnc;r--aqueous interface. Thercfore, the total 
amount of chromatic dispersion (when compared to the original incident beam) is: 

In this study we are concerned with how this dispersion will be modified if the normal 
refractive index values are perturbed. With regard to the cornea, these changes, which 
may be brought about by certain pathological conditions can be of a proportional nature, 
whereby the refractive index valucs at all wavelengths are affected equally. The 
refractive index profile will therefore result in an equal vertical shift, the direction and 
extent of which will depend on the nature of the disturbance. Alternatively, the 
condition may bring about a skew in the profile, whereby one end of it is affected to a 
greaterextent such that the profile either becomes flatter or steeper. The effects of both 
Of these conditions will be examined. 



proportianai refractive changes in the cornca may result from increased hydration, 
e.g., endothelial dystrophy. Thc consequent effect on thickness and ~ t s  relation to 
refractive index by way of the Gladstone-Dale !aw was shown by Fart and Marris9to be 
negligible for interference with pachometry. Aithough their clinicalb observed, above 
norlnal range of thickness rarely affected refractiw indices by more than I % ,  the present 
study examines the consequences of up to a 4% chnngc in this parmeter .  Furtl~ermor~, 
it 1s p p o s e d  that such a disturbance affects refractive indices cqudly at all wavelengths 
since only thc concentration of dissolved substances in the cornea is being affected and 
not the differential mteraction of light of different wavelengths with this substance. 

The angular scparation (6) is evaluated for proportional index changes of the cornea 
mathematically by adding a constant to the rerractive paramcteis of equalions 4 and 5, 
giving the following relations for the anterior and posterior s~lrfaces respectively: 

8 = (11(1z:+ k )  - ll(n& + k ) ) .  (7) 

Skew changes of the refractive index profiles of both cornea ;md aqueous humor may 
occur as a result of ocular injury or inflammation whereby plasma protein concentration 
within these components incrcascs. The angular separation for this condition affecting 
the cornea is evaluated rnathematicaliy by multiplying a constant k' to the refractwe 
parameters of equations 4 and 5 ,  giving the following relations for the anterior and 
posterior surfaces respectively: 

Skew changcs on the aqueous index profile affecring the posterioi corneal surface are 
given by 

6' = (llk') (nJ+ nJn[). ( 1 1 )  

3. Methods 

Refractive indices of the rat cornea and aqucous humor were determined using incident 
light of wavelengths in the range of 475-650 nm at 25 nm intervals. The ocular 
components were taken from enucleated eyes of female, retired breeder rats of the Lo% 
Evans stram. Discrete wavelengths in the abovc rangc were isolated using JENA 
interference filters (half-width = 6-7.5 nm) with a quartz-iodine lamp. A Bausch and 
Lomb monochromator (half-width = 4.8 nm) was also used to provide more regular 
intervals sf incident light wavelengths. 

The refractive index of the ocular components were obtained with an Abbe 
refractometer and a JENA interference microscope. It was found that the reframmeter 



4. Results rwd discussion 

The refractive indices h i  Pal corricn 2r:d ;Ir~trcou~ :rr-c p?<:r.i&,d in Table 1 .  (;r;iphic;,l 
profiles of these  values arc showa~ by I h c  d::sl~cd curvcs in l ig 2. In  the Following we wiii 
discuss the effects of proportioml and skew changes on the rcfraclive index profile. 

The effect of changing the propor t icma1 p:mrIkcicr,  k .  from -0.06 to t-0 06 is shown in 
fig 3. Although the v a l w s  of' 6 arc not exact, since the first order o r  p a r a x i a l  

FIG 2. Actual .index pmfilcr' (d;l.\heu cumcs) of thc 
2nd aqueous humor aod hypothetical profiles 

(solid curves) that make the cornaa entirely 
achromatic. 

Fio. 3. EfSect of piopwtional refractive mder ds-  

turbanccs of the cornea on  the angular separation 
( 8 )  tor the anterlor (a) and posterior (b) corncal 
ruitaces The angular separations arc computed lor 
rays 01 light at the iudicated uavclengths from ligh 
of h5O nm. 



Table I 
Refractive index of rat coewea and 
aqueous humor j'feinpcrature co rm-  
ted values) 

Cornea Aqucous 

approximation is used, the trend is for chromatic aberration at the corneal surfaces to he 
inversely proportional to changes in the refracpive index of that component. Therefore, 
increases in  corneal hydration, as implied by a negativc value cf k ,  since refractive index 
will decrease, will result in increased chronaalisrn a t  both the surfaces. However, since 
ch~omalism at  the anterior surface is opposite in sign to that at the posterior surface, the 
twn effecp will tend to offset each other. The negative value of 8 at the anterior surface 
implies that the shorter wavelengths converge more tban the ionger wavelength 
counterpaPts. The negative power posterior surface diverges shorter wavelengths more 
(8positive by our convention). This effect is one order of rnagnitiide less than the effect 
produced at the anterior surface. Total corneal chromatic aberration will therefore 
follow that which was produced at the anterior surface. 

So far actual values of wavelengths have not been used in considering chromatic 
aberration. Traditional accounts involve use of Frannhofer lines. In this study, we 
consider a continuous description whereby the red end ( A  = 650 nm) is fixed and we 
compute ?he aberration of shorter wavelengths at 25 nm intervals starting at 475 nm: n i  
and nt: take on values corresponding to thc wavelength under consideration, and nL and 

represent the refractive indices at 650 nm pf the cornea and aqueous humor 
re~pectively. Naturally, the chrmnatic error would he expected zo successively decrease 
as  the value of the lower wavelength is increased (fig. 3a). However, at the posterior 
corneal surface (fig. 3b) it is seen that chromatisrn at 550 nm can be Power than all other 
wavelengths considered. 

F I G  4: Effect oiskewrcfractive index disturbances of the Mrnes on the angular separation (6) for the anterior 
(a) and ~osterior (b) corneal suriaces (dashed Lnes). Skew change effects of thc aqueous humor for the 
Fosferior surhcc are show by aol~d lines in(b). Both ftgures also show the rclation hetwcen anlular 
separation and wavelength of light that is compared lo 650 nm. Note the d ~ p  at 550 nm at thc posterior surface. 
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4.2. Skew refractive mdex charye 

The effect of  changing the skew parameter, k ' .  Fnm (1 98 to 1.02 is shown ill fig, 3, 
with proportional changes, chromatic aberration is found to be inversely proportionalto 
the  change in refractive index of the cornea for both anterior and :wsterior surfaccs, 
However, decreases in the skew parameter for the nqucous humor (or a flattening of its 
index profile) are accompanied by reduced anguiar separation and consequentlv 
chromatic aberralion. The magnitude of these effects decreases with increasing 
w:tvelength. That 1s. as shown in the lowcr part of i i ~ .  43. i l l l ~ u k l ~  ~1)aration decrease? 
a s  one considers shorter and shorter intervals of the visiblc spectrum with the red end 
fixed a t  650 nrn. There is a peculiar dip in the relatiorl for the poslcrior corneal surfact 
(fig. 3b) which suggcsts that chrornat.ic defocus between h ~ h l  ot 550 and 650 nm to be 
smaller than light of any other wavelength up to 625 !m when ccmpared with 650 nm, 
Mowcver, as noted before, total corneal chromatic aberration is composed almost 
entirely of the chromatic contribution of the anterior surface. The dip in t!ie posterior 
surface n therefore masked and does not show up in a sirniiar relation for the entire 
cornea (fig. 5). 

The notion of total clnromatic aberration in the cornea being the sum of the 
contributions of the anterior and posterior surfaces leads to the development of a series 
of index profiles for the cornea and aqueous humor that would cntirely eliminate this 
aberration in the cornea. The dashed lines in fig. 2 show the actual index profile of the 
conrea and aqueous, w.ereas the solid lines represent index profiles that these 
cornponcnts would have to possess iudependently for the condition of corneal 

1.0 

0.0 
. - 2  0 FIG. 5. Total angular separation (S,,,) shown as a 

. , ,  [unction of wavelength for three values of the sku' 
- ,  , , 

4 7 s  600 5 2 1  110 57s L o o  621 
parameter. The angular separation decreases for 

Y I Y E L L N G T "  ,.., shorter intervals of the vnible spcctrirrn wah the red 
end fixed a t  650 nm. 



The effect on shromaiic abcrra:km at the Mterictr and posierior corneal surfaces was 
examined by altering the index psofiies of the ct?rne;i and ayucws humor. Such changes 
may occur naturally due lo paihohgy or  due to ocular injury. Ee is fcxind rhat the Suik of 
corneal chromatic aberration occurs at the antcrior surhce and this serves to mask a 
&rornatic pecdiarily that arises in thc pouter-ior surfkc .  Blypotileticai index profiles of 
the cornea and aqueous humor t k ? 1  cooid rmkc ihc cornea 10!:11$y achromatic were 
determined. 
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